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The Haiku Handbook is the first book to give readers everything they need to begin
appreciating, writing, or teaching haiku. In this groundbreaking and now-classic volume, the
authors present haiku poets writing in English, Spanish, French, German, and five other
languages on an equal footingwith Japanese poets. Not only are the four great Japanese
masters of the haiku represented (Basho, Buson, Issa, and Shiki) but also major Western
authors not commonly known to have written poetry in this form, including Gary Snyder, Jack
Kerouac and Richard Wright.With a new foreword by poet, translator, and author Jane Reichhold
(Basho: The Complete Haiku), this anniversary edition presents a concise history of the
Japanese haiku, including the dynamic changes throughout the twentieth century as this
beloved poetry form has been adapted to modern and urbansettings. Full chapters are offered
on form, the seasons in haiku, and haiku craft, plus background on the Japanese poetic tradition
and the effect of translation on our understanding of haiku. Other unique features are chapters
on teaching and sharing haiku, with lesson plans for both elementaryand secondary school use;
a seasonal word index of poetic words; a comprehensive glossary; and a list of enduring classic
resources for further exploration. By any standard, The Haiku Handbook is the defining volume
in the genre.

"The most comprehensive compendium of the haiku—its nature, uses, and history—ever to
appear in English or any other language except Japanese."—The New York Times Book
ReviewAbout the AuthorWILLIAM J. HIGGINSON (1938-2008) has been called "the guru of
American haiku." For over 40 years, Higginson translated, wrote, commented about, lectured
and taught haiku. He was the author or editor of more than 30 books.PENNY HARTER is a
much-published and award-winning poet, a poet-in-residence for the New Jersey State Council
of the Arts and a teacher who travels widely giving workshops and lectures.
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Steven C. Thedford, “The Haiku. The Haiku Handbook presented an extensive history and
development of the Haiku. For example, the central act of the haiku is letting an object or event
touch us, and then sharing it with another. The Haiku is also known as a word picture and the
present form of the artistic form in America seems to be a modern development. I think that it is
a great resource for anyone who like to know more about these types of poems.”

Nissa Annakindt, “Essential reading for poets and English teachers. 'The Haiku Handbook' is
essential reading for those wishing to comprehend the haiku. If only every grade school teacher
that decides to do a haiku writing lesson would read this book first. Too many come out of such
lessons thinking that writing a haiku is just a matter of counting up syllables.This book goes into
the traditions of haiku at great length and enables a serious student to understand what a haiku
actually is, and how to tell a good one from a second-rate one.For poets who'd like to try writing
haiku, this book gives an overwhelming amount of information. I'd recommend going slow and
reading and rereading useful sections rather than dashing through it and trying to apply
everything you've learned all at once.One useful feature of the book is an extensive list of
traditional season-words (a traditional haiku always has a season-word). Looking over the list
may help you find a season word that can act as a poetry prompt for your next haiku.”

Arcturus70, “Improve Writing and Thinking.... I have a tendency to be too wordy in my writing, so
to learn more focus and control, I have been studying (and writing) haiku. The Haiku Handbook
has been an engaging resource for me in those efforts. Each of the book's five sections contains
a wealth of ideas and information that both challenges and inspires:Part One: Haiku Old and
New [A great introduction to the experience of haiku and to Japanese Masters. The "Why Haiku"
is helpful in clarifying one's purpose for writing such brief poetry.]Part Two: The Art of Haiku
[Natural themes, the form and craft of haiku; this is the section that I like best, and I repeatedly
refer back to these pages. I especially enjoy how the author discusses the difference in
Japanese and English languages.]Part Three: Teaching Haiku [How to teach haiku writing to
children, lesson plan included]Part Four: Before and Beyond Haiku [Haiku and its
uses]Reference Section [With Season-Word List & Glossary]Overall, this is a worthy product for
anyone who wishes to delve into haiku more deeply than the introduction that most Westerners
receive.”

Christopher Barrett, “Great handbook~. You can see my full review posted on the alternate listing
for this book. I bought this version because it was $0.01 used (with $3.99 shipping), whereas
the other version was $16 new (Prime), $9 used (plus $3.99 shipping). Compared side by side
(the anniversary edition I checked out from the library), they are exactly the same, only this book
is slightly smaller (7 x 4.5) to (8.3 x 5.5). But even the page numbers are the same. Please refer
to the reviews for the following version:
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Hendrik Bright, “An encyclopedia. At first, I was a little sceptic about this book. A handbook
about poetry? Poetry that originated in a country with a completely different language and
culture? But soon I discovered it is really an encyclopedia about Haiku: its history, both in Japan
and abroad, its different currents, how to write it, how to teach it. An very useful extra is the
analysis of its structure, going beyond the 5+7+5 syllabes. Really a must for everybody aspiring
to read, write or teach haiku.”

M, “I was hoping for more. If you're looking for haiku history and different forms, this book is
wonderful.If you're looking for detailed chapters on how to make your own haiku, you may be
disappointed.Good book with just the slightest (very bearable) tinge of it-is-because-I-say-it-
is.Some pretty haiku in here.”

K. Joshua Koch, “Six Stars. This is it. This is the one you were looking for. You may buy others,
but this goes into Japanese poetry with good information and examples, including prose forms.
Get this, and thank yourself later.”

Ohioan, “Excellent Book. I bought this book because I wanted to know about haiku. My wish to
know more was fulfilled: this book provides a wonderful history of haiku both old and new,
discusses the art of haiku, the craft of haiku, has a section on teaching haiku, and a section on
what lies beyond haiku. I get inspired reading any single page of this book!”

Alan Summers, “The classic book if you want to know how haiku ticks. The true classic of all
books about haiku. An astonishing book of great detail from the classic roots all the way up to
the late 20th Century. A real must of a book. Brilliant!Alan SummersPresident, United Haiku and
Tanka SocietyJapan Times award-winning writer for haiku and renkuco-founder, Call of the
Pagep.s. When I first heard about haiku, and wondered what it was all about, I was so lucky to
walk into a small branch library (Ipswich, Queensland) and find two copies! I read my borrowed
copy through a plane flight and a week's holiday, and again and again borrowed the book until I
bought my own copy.  I have never looked back.”

Pam Herbert, “Five Stars. just fine.”

Mr Raymond Norton, “Five Stars. an excellent book, full of information”

Mrs. K. A. Wheatley, “Very helpful. This book is extremely helpful to the Westerner trying to
understand and write Haiku. The author has studied the genre extensively and is able to offer a
great deal of useful information not only about the technical structure, but about the Japanese



culture which spawned and fostered Haiku. He deals with the history of Haiku both in Japan and
its translation and adoption in the West, as well as offering hundreds of examples from all
nationalities of poet, as well as information for those wanting to teach Haiku,which is both
fascinating and useful. The reason it didn't get five stars from me is that the book is somewhat
dated, written in the mid 1980's it has much information about journals and publications which
will by now (2007)be out of date.”

The book by William J. Higginson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 70 people have provided feedback.
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